Auto AF Fine-Tuning

1. Focus.
   Press the shutter-release button halfway to focus, then press on the view through the lens to confirm focus.

2. Perform auto-AF fine-tuning.
   - Adjust the focus mode selector to AF and use the 
     autofocus motor A/F button and
     contrast-detect AF to select the following:
   - Autofocus mode: A (single), S (single), or M (manual).

3. Select the center focus point.
   Press the center of the multi selector to select the Center focus point.

4. Set the fine-tune values.
   - Right-shift and press the still-AF fine-tuning value to set the current focus value for the selected point. Note that only one value can be stored for each type of lens.

5. Store fine-tune value.
   - Right-shift and press the still-AF fine-tuning value to set the stored fine-tune value for the selected point.